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Abstract: The inhomogeneous interfacial electron transfer (IET) dynamics of 9-phenyl-2,3,7-trihydroxy-6-fluorone (PF)-sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) has been probed by a single-molecule photon-stamping technique as well as ensemble-averaged femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. The forward electron transfer (FET) time shows a broad distribution at the single-molecule level, indicating the inhomogeneous interactions and ET reactivity of the PF/TiO2 NP system. The broad distribution of the FET time is measured to be 0.4 ± 0.1 ps in the transient absorption and picoseconds to nanoseconds in the photon-stamping measurements. The charge recombination time, having a broad distribution at the single-molecule level, clearly shows a biexponential dynamic behavior in the transient absorption: a fast component of 3.0 ± 0.1 ps and a slow component of 11.5 ± 0.5 ns. We suggest that both strong and weak interactions between PF and TiO2 coexist, and we have proposed two mechanisms to interpret the observed IET dynamics. A single-molecule photon-stamping technique and ensemble-averaged transient absorption spectroscopy provide efficient “zoom-in” and “zoom-out” approaches for probing the IET dynamics. The physical nature of the observed multieponential or stretched-exponential ET dynamics in the ensemble-averaged experiments, often associated with dynamic and static inhomogeneous ET dynamics, can be identified and analyzed by single-molecule spectroscopy measurements.

Introduction

Dye-sensitized systems based on semiconductor nanomaterials, such as TiO2,1–27 SnO2,19,28,29 and ZrO2,24,27,30–32 have attracted significant interest in the past decades due to their potential applications in solar energy conversion,2,21,33–35 photocatalysis,26,36–38 and molecular devices.39–42 At the dye/semiconductor surfaces, due to the energy difference between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dye and the conduction band or the surface states of the semiconductors, electron transfer occurs at the interface within femtoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds.1,2,6,8,10,11,13,43 Following a forward electron transfer (FET) process, a backward electron transfer (BET) event takes place within sub-nanoseconds to milliseconds after the electron is injected, involving possibly trapping and detrapping, non-Brownian diffusion, and scattering in the bulk of the semiconductor.2,8,13,23,43 Often, complex ET dynamics is observed for the FET and BET processes, and the physical origins of the complex dynamics are typically difficult to identify by using ensemble-averaged experimental approaches alone.44–56 The difficulty comes from both spatial and temporal inhomogeneities, which can be identified, measured, and analyzed by studying specific

surface–molecule interactions and ET dynamics at a single-molecule level. Ensemble-averaged ultrafast spectroscopy and single-molecule spectroscopy are complementary approaches for a fundamental understanding of interfacial electron transfer (IET) dynamics and related mechanisms. With a high temporal resolution, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy has been widely used to study ultrafast photoinduced dynamics in dye-sensitized TiO₂ nanoparticle (NP) systems. 9–11,25,30,57–58 By monitoring ground-state bleaching and recovery, the IET dynamics associated with intermediate states’ formation and monitoring ground-state bleaching and recovery, the IET dynamics at the single-molecule level well explains the (sub-picoseconds) and BET processes (picoseconds to tens of 6-fluorone-sensitized TiO₂ NP system by combining ensemble-mittency. In this work, we systematically investigate the dynamics arising from the IET activity fluctuation and inter-molecule level on the basis of the fluorescence fluctuation dye-sensitized TiO₂ nanoparticle (NP) systems. 9–11,23,30,57,58 By resolution, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy has a fundamental understanding of interfacial electron transfer molecule level. Ensemble-averaged ultrafast spectroscopy and time correlated photon-stamping technique, has been demon-
ized to be a powerful approach to investigate the inhomoge-
neous IET dynamics in heterogeneous systems. The IET
dynamics have been found to be inhomogeneous, and the BET dynamics show multiexponential11,12,20,56 or stretched exponentia-
17,46,67,68 behaviors due to the complexity of the local environment.

In our previous reports, 2,14,69 IET dynamics of Coumarin 343/ TiO₂ and ZnTCCP/TiO₂ systems were studied at the single-
molecule level on the basis of the fluorescence fluctuation dynamics arising from the IET activity fluctuation and inter-
mittency. In this work, we systematically investigate the inhomogeneous IET dynamics of a 9-phenyl-2,3,7-trihydroxy-
6-fluorone-sensitized TiO₂ NP system by combining ensemble-
averaged femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy and single-molecule photon-stamping measurements. Ultrafast FET (sub-picoseconds) and BET processes (picoseconds to tens of nanoseconds) are observed from ensemble-averaged ultrafast spectroscopy experiments. The inhomogeneous nature of the FET dynamics at the single-molecule level well explains the multiexponential dynamics measured in the ensemble experi-
ments. The ET reactivity is dominated by the interactions between dye molecules and semiconductor NPs.

Experimental Section

Materials and Sample Preparation. 9-Phenyl-2,3,7-trihydroxy-
6-fluorone (PF) and ethanol were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. TiO₂ NPs were prepared by hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide as a precursor according to the literature protocol, 70 and the average size of TiO₂ NPs was 10–15 nm, determined by atomic force microscopy; thus, the calculated concentration of TiO₂ NPs was around 0.1 μM. For ensemble-averaged experiments, 100 μL of 1.0 mM PF in ethanol solution was added into a 2.0 mL TiO₂ NP solution in a quartz cuvette with 10 mm path length. The prepared sample was kept in a refrigerator for 12 h before the measurements in order to sufficiently incubate the PF and TiO₂ NPs mixture. The steady-state absorption spectra of PF and PF/ TiO₂ solution were recorded by using a UV–visible spectropho-
tometer (Cary 50 Bio), and the steady-state emission of PF in ethanol solution was measured on a Felix32 fluorometer (Photon Technology International) with excitation at 518 nm. For single-
molecule experiments, the sample preparation procedure has been reported in our previous work.2,14 Briefly, for a control experiment, 25 μL of a 0.5 nM solution of PF in ethanol was spin-coated on a clean coverslip (Fisher, 18 mm × 18 mm, thickness ~170 μm) at 2000 rpm. The sample of PF on TiO₂ NPs for IET study was prepared by first spin-coating a 25 μL TiO₂ solution on a clean coverslip at 2000 rpm, followed byoverlaying 25 μL of a 0.5 nM solution of PF in ethanol by spin-coating.

Femtosecond Transient Absorption. The femtosecond laser system for transient absorption measurements has been described

in the literature.\(^{(71)}\) Briefly, the laser pulses were generated at a 1 kHz repetition rate by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Hurricane, Spectra-Physics), and the pulse width was 110 fs. The output 800 nm pulse was split into pump and probe beams. The pump beam was sent into an optical parametric amplifier (OPA-800C, Spectra-Physics), and the output signal and 800 nm residual were mixed on a $\beta$-barium borate crystal to produce 518 or 480 nm light as the excitation source. The probe beam was delayed by a translation stage (MM 4000, Newport) and then focused into a rotating CaF\(_2\) crystal to generate a white light continuum (wavelength ranging from 420 to 780 nm). An optical chopper was used to modulate the pump beam at 100 Hz, and the polarization orientation between pump and probe beams was set at the magic angle (54.7°). The pump and probe beams were overlapped on the magnetically stirring sample in a 10 mm path length cuvette, and then the continuum probe was coupled into a charge-coupled device spectrograph (Ocean Optics, S2000). The data acquisition and the delay control were programmed using LabVIEW (National Instruments) software. The instrumental response function is 0.25 ps at fwhm.

**Single-Molecule Imaging and Photon-Stamping Measurements.** The output of a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900D, 1.6 W, 200 fs fwhm, 76 MHz) was used to pump an optical parametric oscillator (APE-OPO, Coherent Inc.), and the output signal from the OPO was frequency-doubled to 528 nm by an LBO nonlinear optical crystal as the excitation source. The beam passed through a pair of prisms to eliminate the fundamental IR light and was then delivered into an inverted scanning confocal microscope (Axiocert 200, Zeiss) for single-molecule imaging and photon-stamping experiments. The beam was attenuated to 0.2–2.0 \(\mu\)W and sent into the microscope from its back side, reflected up by a dichroic beamsplitter (2532rdc, Chroma), and focused by a 63×, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective onto the sample on a coverslip. The emission from the sample passed through a long-pass emitter (HQ545LP, Chroma) and a short-pass filter (FES0650, Thorlabs) and then was collected by a single-photon-counting avalanche photodiode (APD, Perkin-Elmer) for single-molecule imaging or by a Micro-Photon-Device (MPD, Picoquant) for single-molecule photon-stamping measurements. The photon stamping data were recorded by a time-correlated single-photon-counting (TCSPC) module (SPC-830, Becker & Hickl GmbH) at a FIFO mode, and the instrumental response function was 115 ps at fwhm.

**Results and Discussion**

Xanthene dyes and its derivatives, including PF, are widely used as sensitizers in dye-sensitized NP systems.\(^{(72–75)}\) The excited state of the PF injects electrons into the conduction band or energetically accessible surface states of TiO\(_2\) NPs under photon excitation, and the PF contains active OH groups that can anchor on the TiO\(_2\) surface and the formation of a new charge-transfer state due to strong coupling between PF and TiO\(_2\) NPs via chelation.\(^{(76,77)}\) The steady-state absorption spectra of PF in ethanol and PF in TiO\(_2\) NPs aqueous solution disappeared and could not be detected in our measurements. These observations are consistent with the literature and can be interpreted on the basis of the high polarity of the TiO\(_2\) surface and the formation of a new charge-transfer state due to the strong coupling between PF and TiO\(_2\) NPs via chelation.\(^{(76,77)}\)

To get a deeper insight into the fundamental IET mechanisms of the PF/TiO\(_2\) system, we conducted femtosecond transient absorption measurements. Figure 2 shows the transient absorption spectra of PF/TiO\(_2\) solution at 0.5, 2.0, 20, and 500 ps delay times with excitation at 518 nm. It is obvious that the profile of negative signal from 420 to 520 nm is similar to the steady-state absorption spectrum of the PF/TiO\(_2\) solution (Figure 1), reflecting the ground-state bleaching dynamics. For a strongly coupled dye/TiO\(_2\) system, a new charge-transfer complex could be formed and can be experimentally evidenced by the occurrence of a new band in the absorption or emission spectrum.\(^{(9,20,73)}\) From our control measurement for PF in ethanol, no similar absorption features are observed in this frequency domain, so a contribution from excited singlet or triplet states of PF is

---


(79) The PF–TiO\(_2\) absorption spectrum changes under certain contributions, including ground electronic coupling between electron donor and acceptor, solvent mediation, protonation/deprotonation, and so on. The observed absorption spectrum in this work also shows a pH dependence and blue-shift with a decrease in the pH value. Due to the strong interaction between PF and TiO\(_2\), the excited state and/or the ground state of PF in TiO\(_2\) solution would be shifted up/down compared with that of PF in ethanol. The broadened absorption band of PF indicates the inhomogeneous interaction covering strong and weak electronic coupling cases. The results of our measurements are consistent with the results reported in ref 78.
precluded. Thus, the positive transient absorption band peaking at 540 nm (Figure 2) is assigned to a charge separation/charge-transfer state of PF$^{+}$-TiO$_2$.$^-$.

Experimentally, charge separation and FET processes can be observed, and their rates can be deduced from time-resolved transient absorption signal traces, whereas BET dynamics can be measured by the ground-state absorption bleaching recovery of the sensitizer or by the decay of transient absorption from the intermediate charge-transfer state. Figure 3A shows the transient traces, probed at 540 nm, of the charge-transfer state PF$^{+}$-TiO$_2$.$^-$ within short and long delay-time windows. A rise and two decay exponential components were observed from the transient dynamics. The rise component, with a 0.4 ± 0.1 ps time constant, is attributed to the formation process of the charge separation state. We attribute the two decay components, with 3.0 ± 0.1 ps (82%) and 11.5 ± 0.5 ns (18%) time constants, to two typical channels of the charge recombination process. Specifically, the ultrafast 3.0 ps component is attributed to the charge recombination (BET) process for a strong PF/TiO$_2$ coupled condition.$^{78,79}$ On the other hand, at PF concentration of ~0.05 mM under our experimental conditions, it is possible for some PF molecules to adsorb on the TiO$_2$ surface with a weak PF/TiO$_2$ coupling that gives rise to the slow component of the BET dynamics. This attribution is well supported by the results from monitoring the ground-state bleaching recovery at 455 nm (Figure 3B). By fitting the transient traces at 455 nm, two exponential components, 3.0 ± 0.1 ps (84%) and 11.5 ± 0.5 ns (16%), were obtained. Unambiguously, both the time constants and the corresponding weights of the fast and slow exponential components are consistent with the probed BET dynamics measured by transient absorption from the charge-transfer state or ground-state bleaching recovery. Similar results of ultrafast electron injection and charge recombination, including both fast and slow BET processes, were also reported in other dye-sensitized TiO$_2$ systems.$^{37}$

Based on the above ensemble-averaged spectroscopy measurements, two types of electron-transfer channels between PF and TiO$_2$ NPs are probed. From the steady-state absorption spectrum (Figure 1), the broadened and blue-shifted absorption band with a maximum around 475 nm demonstrates the existence of a strongly coupled PF/TiO$_2$ state, implying that the distribution of energy gap between excited singlet and ground states is larger for the new charge-transfer complex PF/TiO$_2$ than that for PF dye alone.$^{78,79}$ The strong interaction between donor (PF) and acceptor (TiO$_2$) enables the excited state of PF to inject an electron directly within 0.4 ps into a new localized state formed between PF and TiO$_2$. Accordingly, the BET process also shows ultrafast dynamics with a time constant of 3.0 ps for the strongly coupled PF/TiO$_2$. The physical nature of the ultrafast ET process is a charge-transfer transition excitation.$^{50}$ However, for the weakly coupled PF/TiO$_2$, the electron could be injected via the excited state of PF into the conduction band or energetically available surface states of TiO$_2$ and then recombine with the ground state of PF through a BET rate process, most likely involving in excess electron non-Brownian motions or scattering processes in TiO$_2$ NPs. This BET process takes a longer time, from sub-nanoseconds to milliseconds, which was also reported in other similar dye-sensitized TiO$_2$ NP systems.$^{8,20,23,43}$ Due to the complex nature, multieponential or stretched exponential IET dynamics is typically observed in ensemble-averaged experiments, such as in our transient absorption measurements discussed here.$^{11,12,49,52,66}$ This complexity can be further explored and analyzed by single-molecule experiments, which has demonstrated that the IET reactivity often shows intermittency and fluctuations.$^{2,35}$

Figure 4A,B shows the single-molecule fluorescence images of PF on a glass coverslip and a coverslip coated by TiO$_2$ NPs under the same experimental imaging conditions, respectively. Comparing the detectable signal for PF molecule density in the two images, it can be seen that the molecule density in a frame of PF imaged on TiO$_2$ is less than that of PF on a coverslip.
The remarkable fluorescence quenching of PF on TiO2 indicates the electron transfer occurring at the PF/TiO2 NP surface at a single-molecule level, which is consistent with the steady and transient absorption data. Presumably, a single molecule should not be optically visible if the molecule is electronically strongly coupled with TiO2 or involved in a high ET-activity state. In contrast, a weakly coupled PF/TiO2 system would be optically visible in our single-molecule imaging measurements and demonstrate fluorescence intensity fluctuation because the emission associated with the radiative relaxation process quenching the emission of PF with a high ultrafast IET process is not be optically visible if the molecule is electronically strongly coupled with TiO2. Due to the inhomogeneous nature of the interactions from molecule to molecule, the lifetime or the FET rate is expected to be inhomogeneous, which has also been demonstrated in previous publications for similar dye-sensitized IET systems. The IET rate is highly sensitive to the interactions between the adsorbate molecules and TiO2 NPs. The IET rate and is consistent with the attribution of ET reactivity distribution clearly demonstrates the inhomogeneous interfacial FET rate and is consistent with the attribution of ET reactivity fluctuation dynamics, which can be revealed by the single-molecule experiments but not by the ensemble-averaged measurements.

Single-molecule spectroscopy and ensemble-averaged transient absorption measurements provide powerful "zoom-in" and "zoom-out" views of the IET dynamics of the PF/TiO2 system. The ultrafast FET processes deduced from the ensemble-averaged transient absorption spectroscopy are precisely projected to a wide time window revealed by our single-molecule lifetime measurements. The IET process quenching the emission of PF with a high ultrafast ET activity, and the bright state is due to the low activity of ET and the emission associated with the radiative relaxation from excited state to ground state. The ET-activity of optically visible PF/TiO2 NP systems is monitored by single-molecule fluorescence lifetime fluctuation. From the lifetime data, we get the FET from PF to TiO2 NPs. Figure 4E shows two typical single-molecule fluorescence decay curves for PF on the glass surface and on a TiO2 NPs-covered surface, respectively. Both transient signals are fitted with single exponentials, and the fitted time constants are 3.2 ± 0.1 ns for PF on the glass coverslip and 1.2 ± 0.1 ns for PF on the TiO2 NP surface. As mentioned earlier, the fluorescence quenching is attributed to interfacial FET from the excited states of the adsorbate PF to TiO2 NPs.
interpreted by the inhomogeneous ET performance revealed in the single-molecule measurements.

On the basis of the biexponential characteristics of the BET dynamics and the deduced two typical charge recombination processes (Figure 3), we propose a model consisting of two different IET channels to characterize the FET and BET reactions in the ET dynamics of the PF/TiO2 system. Figure 6 shows the schematic diagrams of the IET in PF/TiO2 system for two typical interactions, strong coupling and weak coupling. PF TiO2; and PF TiO2 in Figure 6A represent the ground state and charge separation states for a strongly coupled PF/TiO2 system, and S0 and S1 in Figure 6B are the ground state and the singlet excited state of PF for weakly coupled PF/TiO2. In the strongly coupled system, under photon excitation, the electron state of PF TiO2 is directly transferred into the PF TiO2 charge separation state within 0.4 ps, similar to the intramolecular FET such as charge separation in metal-to-ligand charge-transfer processes.16,50,81 The charge-transfer process can be monitored on the basis of the formation of a charge separation state at 540 nm in the transient absorption measurements. The 3.0 ps charge recombination time was obtained from the recovery of ground-state bleaching and the decay of the charge separation state. At the single-molecule level, the location of the charge-transfer state, the charge-transfer rate, and the charge recombination rate are inhomogeneous. In the weakly coupled PF/TiO2 system, the electron of PF is injected into the conduction band or energetically accessible surface state via its excited singlet state (see Figure 6B). This forward electron injection takes picoseconds to nanoseconds, depending upon the interaction of individual PF/TiO2 events; the excited state of PF is shown as electron-transfer singlet states in Figure 6B. After injection, the electron presumably undergoes trapping and detrapping and non-Brownian motions or scattering in TiO2 NPs and then recombines with the cation PF+ . The BET process takes tens of nanoseconds up to sub-microseconds, which is demonstrated by transient absorption spectroscopy. We conclude that the fluorescence blinking/ET-activity fluctuation and the lifetime distribution of single-molecule PF/TiO2 demonstrate an inhomogeneity of interfacial FET dynamics, originated from the inhomogeneous interactions between PF and TiO2 NPs.

The characteristics of IET dynamics, such as the high inhomogeneity of the dynamics revealed at the single-molecule level and multieponential dynamics in the ensemble measurements, are dominated by the inhomogeneous interactions between the dye molecules and the semiconductor TiO2 NPs. The primary parameters of the interactions include the driving force of the free energy gap between the electron-transfer donor and acceptor, the vibrational relaxation energy of dye molecules and surface vibrational modes of TiO2, and the related electronic coupling between the electron transfer donor and acceptor. All of these factors are determined by the chemical and physical nature of both dye molecules and semiconductor NPs and can also be perturbed by local environments. Our understanding is also consistent with the previous reports, which suggest that surface defects,81 distribution of donor–acceptor distance,82 and multiple time scales of solvent dynamics are possible reasons for the complex IET dynamics.83 The inhomogeneous interactions reflected by complex ET dynamics showing broad distributions can be probed complementarily by both single-molecule spectroscopy measurements and transient ensemble-averaged spectroscopy measurements. To get further insight into the IET dynamics and to probe the interactions between dye molecules and semiconductor NPs, we have applied Raman spectroscopy to probe the reorganization energy of the IET,22,84 and recently, ultrafast exciton dynamics studies also demonstrated a possible way to probe the ultrafast ET dynamics at the single-molecule level.85,86

Conclusion

Interfacial electron transfer dynamics of 9-phenyl-2,3,7-trihydroxy-6-fluorone (PF)-sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles has been probed by combined single-molecule photon-stamping spectroscopy and femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. At the single-molecule level, the ET dynamics were found to be inhomogeneous, indicating the inhomogeneous electronic coupling and ET activity in the PF/TiO2 system. The inhomogeneous nature of the ET dynamics revealed by the single-molecule technique suggests the multieponential ET dynamics measured in ensemble-averaged experiments. Based on the transient and static absorption spectroscopy, two types of molecular interactions, strong coupling and weak coupling, are demonstrated to coexist between PF molecules and TiO2 NPs, and a two-channel mechanism is proposed to interpret the observed interfacial ET dynamics. The inhomogeneous electron transfer rate due to the interaction between a dye molecule and the semiconductor surface depends on the chemical and physical nature of both the dye molecule and the semiconductor.
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